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UNSOCIAL MEDIA
‘Only Twits Tweet!’ ‘Faceless Facebook!’
Well… Not entirely! All the unfortunate
attention that Social Media has been
receiving (some justifiable, some not),
has probably set its cause back years.
It’s certainly triggered off a tsunami of
formal ‘renouncement’s’. ‘I don’t tweet’
or ‘I’m not on Facebook’ now seems to
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Introduction
Welcome to the latest edition of MOVE
As we enter this, the very busiest period
of the real estate sales calendar, it is
pleasing to be able to report a rare raft of
positive news on the property front.
Sales are up, listings are down, and very
pertinently, benchmark interest rates are
set to plunge further to all new lows,
driving housing affordability ever higher.

be on the lips of every second person.

More broadly and not at all surprisingly,

From a property marketing perspective,

it seems that the more money the US,

the evolving reality is disappointing but

Europe, and Australia spends that it

hardly surprising. The reputation of what

doesn’t have, the more interest there is

with time, trial, error and refinement had

in the safety of bricks and mortar.

the potential to become a reasonably

Over recent times the attractiveness of

effective marketing tool for real estate

property’s safe investment haven status

(as elsewhere) has been at best badly

has been boosted further by rising rents.

damaged, and at worst, irreparably so.

You don’t need to be a Rhodes Scholar

Facebook’s current share price seems

to get your head around the reality that

to indicate it’s more likely the latter.

each additional interest rate cut we get

For the market to ever regain confidence

from here on is a further improvement

in Social Media for marketing, it is going

in the final rate of return on property

to have to greatly lift its game, particularly

investments, cash being king right now!

so from a security perspective. The vast

A saying that most of us are familiar with

majority of our property clients greatly

around property is ‘they’re not making

value their privacy and confidentiality,

any more of it’. How very true that is!

and in their eyes presently, the inherent
risks in current forms of social media

You can print money but you can’t print

marketing versus their still unproven

land. Every extra dollar that is printed

potential rewards, simply doesn’t stack.

world-wide (Obama has printed $7trillion
of the stuff in just the last 3 years) is

Until that changes, the better agents will
avenues, and telephone and email.
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continue to use more tested marketing

additional money out there chasing the
finite resource that property is, money
looking for a safe place to call home.
Where else in the world might be safer
today than Brisbane, Australia?!

